Top L: Exploration of meadows for past beaver evidence with Cowlitz Indian Tribe’s Wildlife Biologist, Erik White.

Bottom L: Beaver habitat surveys with Heritage High School and OPB reporter.

Top R: CFC staff explains to volunteers the steps that were taken to create the beaver habitat spatial model.

Center: Beaver evidence found at an abandon beaver complex.

Bottom R: Two very excited volunteers after they found beaver chew in Woods Creek.
Top L: Volunteers plant in areas along the Cispus River that are in need of more hardwoods.

Bottom L: A very rainy planting day did not stop this volunteer from getting dozens of trees in the ground.

Top R: Two students and their teacher plant cottonwoods and willows along Dry Creek.

Center: Volunteer, Tim Pape, loaded up with trees and ready to plant!

Bottom R: A group of dedicated volunteers plant along the Cispus River to enhance bank stability.